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 Londiwe  Cynthia Nkiwane is an Associate Professor and chairperson  in the Department of Fibre and Polymer 

Materials Engineering. She joined NUST in 1999 after obtaining her PhD from  University of Leeds UK.  She has 

developed and taught several courses in Textile Engineering and Finre and Polymer Materials Engineering. Her 

research interests include Application of Fibrous Polymers in rural settings to enhance community development, 
and,  education and safe environment of the Girl-Child. 

 

Prof Nkiwane has been involved in the development and implementation of several projects. Most of the projects 
focused on development of women, and contributing in their poverty reduction. She has been widely involved in 

projects dealing with exploitation and processing of  textile related natural resources for income generation such 

as  (insects and plants) working with rural communities for women empowerment.  Prof  Nkiwane worked with 
the ‘Soroptimists international’ in identifying under privileged girls in Matabeleland and the Midlands Provinces 

and eventually adopted a family of orphans that she helped with their education.  

 

Prof Nkiwane has written and published articles in international and local journals. She has presented several 
papers at local, regional and international conferences. She has had very successful consultancies in Botswana and 

Europe. Prof Nkiwane was involved in a national programme in Botswana where she provided capacity building 

to collage lecturers (mostly women) from all over the country. At the University of Manchester (William Lee 
Innovation Centre) she developed a teaching module for the EU called ‘K4i knitting module’ whose copy right 

she shares with the university.  

 

Prof Nkiwane served as a member of the Board of Directors’ of  the Scientific Institute of Research and 
Development Council Zimbabwe (2006-2009) and AED (Kellogg foundation) regional  scholarship committee 

member (2007-2008).   She is also a member of several organisations that work towards gender empowerment 

e.g. Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU),  Institute for Rural Technologies. She is a board member 
for the ETEC group of schools and a founder member of The Gentle Touch(a PVO)  

 

 She is also the chairperson of the NUST Academic Women Researchers (NUSTAWR). Prof Nkiwane 

successfully initiated and got involved in organising an International Conference on Gender 

Mainstreaming in Higher Education Institutions: Equity and Equality, 16-17 September 2014 and has 

participated in gender equity related conferences in the region. Prior to the Gender Conference prof 

Nkiwane was involved in organising an International Conference on Transformational Leadership in 

Africa.  In 2016 she was involved in organising International Conference on Appropriate Technology  

and 2017, is involved in organising the SANORD International Conference that has attracted about 130 

papers for oral presentations. 

 

Prof Nkiwane is the 2013 recipient of the Research Council of Zimbabwes’s award in the Social 

Sciences and Humanities. She was also profiled in the 2013 brochure put out by ‘Development 

Research Uptake in Sub Saharan Africa’(DRUSSA) for her working with the poor in income 

generating projects.  In 2017 she was also profiled in the South African magazine: AFRICAN 

RESEARCHERS BOOKLET for outstanding Researchers in Africa 

 
 

 

 


